We develop a block bootstrap method for testing multiple inequality restrictions on variance ratios. The proposed test has reasonable size and power in the presence of strong persistence in conditional variances, making it well suited to applications in financial econometrics. D
Introduction
Variance ratio tests have many uses in economics and finance. One well-known application is testing the random-walk model of stock prices (Lo and MacKinlay, 1988) . Under the random-walk model, the variance of k-period stock returns divided by the variance of single-period stock returns equals the horizon k. Although asymptotic methods can be used to test this restriction, studies of related tests suggest that these methods are unreliable if the data display strong persistence in conditional variances (see, e.g., Andersen et al., 2001) . Resampling and subsampling methods, on the other hand, appear to perform well under such circumstances, at least in the context of testing the random-walk model (see, e.g., Whang and Kim, 2003) . In other applications, the analysis of variance ratios generates multiple inequality restrictions. Fleming et al. (in press ), for example, study the ratio of trading-period to nontrading-period return variances for weather-sensitive commodities. Under their model, this ratio should be smaller during the weather-sensitive season than during the rest of the year. Even if the analysis does not focus on variance ratio inequalities, it may suggest hypotheses that can be formulated in terms of these inequalities. For instance, Engle and Colacito (in press) use portfolio variances to assess the relative performance of competing estimators of the conditional covariance matrix of asset returns. The hypothesis that a given covariance matrix estimator is superior to all others considered can be expressed as a set of variance ratio inequalities.
In this paper, we propose a bootstrap test of multiple inequality restrictions on variance ratios. Since inequality restrictions do not specify unique parameter values, they are more challenging to test than equality restrictions. The usual strategy for resolving the ambiguity inherent in the null hypothesis is to construct critical values using the parameter configuration least favorable to the alternative hypothesis (see, e.g., Perlman, 1969; Wolak, 1987 Wolak, , 1989 ). There are a few studies, such as White (2000) , that use bootstrap methods to implement inequality tests. However, little is known about the performance of these tests under autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH), especially for restrictions that involve unconditional variances. We use simulations to address this issue.
Test statistic and bootstrap procedure
Suppose that Y t = ( Y 0t , Y 1t , . . . , Y nt )V is generated by a stationary stochastic process of the form
where e t is vector white noise. 1 Let VR i = r 0 2 / r i 2 denote the ratio of var( Y 0t ) to var( Y it ). To illustrate our methodology, we consider the null and alternative hypotheses H 0 : VR i V1 8 i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; H A : VR i N1 for some ia 1; 2; . . . ; n ð Þ :
Other types of inequality restrictions can be tested using the same approach. For example, Fleming et al. (in press ) test hypotheses about differences in variance ratios.
Let
where
; and c iT Y ð Þ denotes a consistent estimator of
It is straightforward to show that ffiffiffi ffi
is simply the largest of the t-statistics obtained by setting VR i = 1 for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We studentize the variance ratios because using asymptotically pivotal or nearly pivotal statistics improves the performance of bootstrap methods. Now suppose we have T observations y = ( y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y T ) from the process in Eq.
(1) and let F T (c) = P(h T ( Y) V c) denote the probability that h T ( Y) is less than or equal to c. We use a block bootstrap approach to approximate F T (c). First, we construct a resample y* = ( y 1 * , y 2 * , . . . , y T * ) using the stationary bootstrap of Politis and Romano (1994) . 3 The resample is such that, in general, if y i * = y t , then y* i+1 = y t+1 with probability p and y * i+1 is drawn randomly from ( y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y T ) with probability 1 À p. This delivers an expected block length of L = 1 / (1 À p). Second, we calculate
Finally, after replicating the first two steps M times to obtain
where I(d ) denotes the indicator function. This corresponds to bootstrapping the distribution of h T ( Y) under the least favorable configuration (LFC), i.e., when all the inequalities are binding (Wolak, 1987) .
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The resulting critical value for testing H 0 at significance level m is given by inf{c : F T (c) z 1 À m}.
Monte Carlo experiments
We use simulations to investigate the size and power of the test under various assumptions about the data generating process. For our baseline case we take Y t |y tÀ1 , . . . , y 1 to be N(0, R) with R ij = r i r j q ij . We set n = 5, r 0 = 1, and q ij = 0:3 for all i p j. Since the test size depends on the number of binding inequalities, we consider three configurations: VR i = 1 for (i) i = 1; (ii) i V 3; and (iii) 8i. The non-binding inequalities have VR i = 0.5. For the power calculations, we set VR 1 = 1.5 and keep all the other 2 To see this, consider an exactly identified GMM system based on the moments E(e 0t ) = 0, E(e it ) = 0, and E(e 2 0t À VR i e 2 it ) = 0. We assume that E(e it 2 e jt ) = 0 for all i = 0, 1, . . . , n and j = 0, 1, . . . , n, so that ffiffiffi ffi
This can easily be relaxed if skewness is important. 3 See Goncalves and de Jong (2003) for a proof of the first-order asymptotic validity of the stationary bootstrap under the existence of only slightly more than second moments. 4 The LFC implies that ffiffiffi ffi 
We set a i = 0.05, b i = 0.9 and h i0 = r i 2 for all i = 0, 1, . . . , n. The values of q ij are identical to the baseline case.
We generate samples of 320, 640, 1280, and 2560 observations from each process. To construct h T ( Y), we need to estimate c i . This is accomplished using a standard kernel-based estimator of the form where
The lag truncation parameter q is set 40% larger than the expected block length, i.e., q = 1.4L . We consider four values of L : 5, 10, 20, and 40. In all cases, we perform 2000 simulation trials with M = 2000 bootstrap replications per trial. Table 1 summarizes the results. Panel A reports the estimated size of the test at a nominal significance level of 5%. The rejection rate under homoscedasticity is not sensitive to either the value of T or the value of L . The rate is close to 5% for the scenario in which all of the inequalities are binding, and falls (as expected) as the number of binding inequalities decreases. This relation follows from using the LFC to construct critical values. In contrast, the rejection rate under ARCH is sensitive to the value of L . For the scenario in which all of the inequalities are binding, the rejection rate falls from about 22% with L = 5% to 7% or 8% with L = 40. Thus, using a moderate to large block length seems prudent if ARCH is suspected.
Panel B reports the estimated power of the test at a nominal significance level of 5% based on a violation of the first inequality restriction. We focus on the results for L = 40, i.e., the expected block length that shows the least evidence of size distortions. In general, the test has good power for the homoscedastic case. The rejection rate exceeds 99% for T z 640. Not surprisingly, the presence of ARCH leads to a reduction in power, but even in this case the rejection rate exceeds 90% for T z 1280. To put this in context, five years of daily stock return data is about 1260 observations, and samples larger than this are common place in the volatility modeling literature. Therefore, it appears that the power under ARCH is adequate for empirically relevant values of T.
